Can you Hear Me Now?

Patch Antenna boosts cell functionality, improves Cell Phone Performance and Reduces Radio Emissions
CORAL SPRINGS, FL–Unreliable cellular reception is accepted as a normal part of our busy modern lives- calls
are dropped and reception is scarce, however cell phones are too convenient to do without. CellAntenna’s line
of Patch Antenna products resolves cellular problems, using an external antenna that increases cell phone
range and reduces dropped calls.
The Patch Antenna mounted on a windshield or window boosts cell phone signal. The Antennas are smaller
than a normal-sized candy bar, come in several varieties, and are mountable on glass surfaces using suction
cups or window clips for in-car use.
The Patch Antenna connects to the cell phone using a model-specific adapter. By moving the Patch Antenna
away from the phone, it increases cell phone signal by removing interference caused by the body. As a result
the phone receives a stronger signal from the tower, and requires less energy to reach the tower. This reduces
battery consumption, increasing “talk time” and cellular signal level up to 400%.
In addition to increasing cellular range and boosting cellular signal, the Patch Antenna addresses other
concerns associated with heavy cell phone use. The medical community has yet to determine the exact effects
of cellular-emitted electromagnetic radiation on the human body. What is known is that cellular phone use
subjects users to radio emissions, especially within the area near the head where the phone is held.
CellAntenna’s Patch Antenna routes electromagnetic radiation away from the cell phone near the user’s body
and transmits the energy into the antenna, located at further distance from the person, reducing exposure to
radio emissions while simultaneously improving signal, range, and talk time.
Specifications and Availability
The Patch Antenna is sold with a variety of different mounting units, prices start at $24.95. The Antenna can
be used with all major cellular phone models. CellAntenna Corporation also provides a Patch Antenna that
boosts functionality for Sierra Wireless Air Cards and can be used with notebook computers. All CellAntenna
products are available through www.cellantenna.com and come ready to use.
About CellAntenna Corporation
Headquartered in Coral Springs, Florida, CellAntenna Corporation has more than 18,000 customers throughout
the United States, Europe and South America. CellAntenna has experienced phenomenal growth, quickly
becoming a multimillion dollar e-commerce business. CellAntenna Corporation and its subsidiary, CellAntenna
Limited, are the only companies across the globe that offer total engineered solutions for customers with
cellular signal issues. In addition, CellAntenna CJAM signal jammers are sold to government agencies
throughout the world. For more information go to: www.cellantenna.com.

